Research Intelligence
Integrated solutions to elevate every step of the research lifecycle.

Elsevier’s Research Intelligence solutions combine quality, structured, interoperable data, advanced analytics and an array of indicators and metrics to provide research executives with key insights to address critical challenges and expand research excellence.

Research Strategy
Develop and execute an evidence-based, agile research strategy with insightful analyses to inform strategic planning and achieve research goals.

Expertise & Collaboration
Advance your research programs by identifying outstanding researchers and existing and potential cross-sector partners.

Research Funding
Maximize your funding success by optimizing your team and identifying the most relevant opportunities for targeted funding bids.

Conducting Research
Enhance research efficiency by enabling research discovery and improving workflows.

Research Management
Make decisions with confidence by optimizing data validation, system integration, and research tracking and administration.

Impact & Engagement
Enhance your reputation for research excellence and advance open science and scholarship by increasing research interactions and profile visibility.
Watch how things come together
With Research Intelligence, you get more tools to succeed

SciVal
A web-based analytics solution with unparalleled flexibility that provides access to the research performance of over 20,000 academic, industry and government research institutions and their associated researchers, output and metrics

Funding Institutional
A research funding solution with 21,000 active and recurring funding opportunities with information on over 7 million awarded research grants from 5,000+ government and private funders worldwide

Analytical Services
Research performance consulting services that combine technical and metrics expertise and high-quality data sources to produce custom reports

Data Monitor
Data Monitor puts institutions in the driving seat of their research data management journey by providing visibility on their institution’s entire research data output

Scopus
An expertly curated abstract and citation database with content from 7,000+ publishers to help track and enhance researcher and institutional data and discover global research in all fields

Pure
The world’s leading research information management system that enables evidence-based decisions, simplifies research administration and optimizes impact, reporting and compliance

Expert Lookup
An online tool that uses the semantic Fingerprint Engine® to identify scientific experts for funding priorities and reviews, and reveal potential conflicts of interest and commitment

Digital Commons
A cloud-hosted turnkey institutional repository, research data, and publishing platform to openly share and track the impact of the full spectrum of research and scholarship produced by your faculty, students and staff